Dear Chairman Graham and Ranking Member Feinstein,

We write today to express our strong opposition to S. 1494, the Secure and Protect Act of 2019. The bill would not resolve the current humanitarian crisis at the border; instead, it would foreclose lifesaving protection and subject children as young as toddlers to prolonged and harmful incarceration. Even worse, the bill fails to address the root causes of the problems leading so many to flee in the first instance. We urge you to reject these harmful measures and vote no on the bill.

The Secure and Protect Act of 2019 abandons America’s legacy of responding fairly and compassionately to those in need of safety. As written, the bill would foreclose protection to some of the world’s most vulnerable, including women and children; eliminate the ability of children to seek protection if they have been a victim of a severe form of trafficking; subject children to prolonged detention; close pathways to protection by pitting asylum seekers against refugees at a time when there are reports that the Administration is considering setting the refugee admissions number to zero; foreclose access to immigration programs that Congress has previously authorized; create fundamental due process concerns by precluding individualized reviews for humanitarian relief; subject children and families to mandatory secure detention with no exceptions; and would infringe on the rights of states by authorizing federal officials to question the decisions of juvenile and family court judges, an area almost exclusively reserved to the states.

Further, the bill would make sweeping changes to critical safety programs, including asylum, which would likely impact thousands in need of protection. Instead of basing protection on an individual’s claim, the bill would create a statutory prohibition based on country of nationality, with no exceptions. For instance, any individual who is a national of a specified country, despite never having lived there, would be completely ineligible for asylum, even if they are being persecuted. The bill also fails to address the complexity of dual nationals, creating the real possibility that those in need of life saving protection might be statutorily prohibited because a country considers them a national.
Rather than consider legislation that punishes, detains, and categorically denies protection to vulnerable children and families, the Committee should consider common sense legislation that would address the root causes of the humanitarian crisis and provide fair and efficient asylum processing. The harmful proposals in the Secure and Protect Act of 2019 will not resolve the current situation and will leave children in clear danger.

For the reasons above and many more, we urge you to preserve America’s historical and moral legacy as a place of refuge and fairness, and not move forward with this bill. Additionally, we ask members of this Committee to vote no on the bill.

Respectfully submitted,
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